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Field potential oscillations at �10 Hz (alpha rhythm) are widely noted in the visual cortices, but their physiological mechanisms and
significance are poorly understood. In vitro studies have implicated pyramidal neurons in both infragranular and supragranular layers as
pacemakers. The generality of these observations for the intact brain in the behaving subject is unknown. We analyzed laminar profiles
of spontaneous local field potentials and multiunit activity (MUA) recorded with linear array multielectrodes from visual areas V2, V4,
and inferotemporal (IT) cortex of two macaque monkeys during performance of a sensory discrimination task. Current source density
(CSD) analysis was combined with CSD–MUA coherence to identify intracortical alpha current generators and their potential for alpha
pacemaking. The role of each alpha current generator was further delineated by Granger causality analyses. In V2 and V4, alpha current
generators were found in all layers, with the infragranular generator acting as primary local pacemaking generator. In contrast, in IT,
alpha current generators were found only in supragranular and infragranular layers, with the supragranular generator acting as primary
local pacemaking generator. The amplitude of alpha activity in V2 and V4 was negatively correlated with behavioral performance,
whereas the opposite was true in IT. The alpha rhythm in IT thus appears to differ from that in the lower-order cortices, both in terms of
its underlying physiological mechanism and its behavioral correlates. This work may help to reconcile some of the diverse findings and
conclusions on the functional significance of alpha band oscillations in the visual system.
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Introduction
Although 8 –12 Hz oscillation (alpha rhythm) is prominent in the
parieto-occipital electroencephalogram (EEG) of awake humans
(Shaw, 2003; Niedermeyer, 2005), nearly 80 years after its discov-
ery (Berger, 1929), its functional significance remains unclear.
Typically, alpha rhythm is largest with the eyes closed and atten-
uates on eye opening and during tasks requiring visual attention
(Steriade et al., 1990), leading to the notion that alpha rhythm
signifies an idling state of the brain, or even a mechanism of active
input suppression (Worden et al., 2000). More recent findings,
however, dispute this notion, because alpha amplitude appears to
increase in “rejection task” variants of working memory and
mental imagery paradigms, in which attention is directed inter-
nally (Ray and Cole, 1985; Cooper et al., 2003; Palva and Palva,
2007).

The physiological mechanisms generating alpha rhythm are
similarly unclear. An initial hypothesis emphasized the pacemak-
ing role of the thalamus (Andersen and Andersson, 1968), but a
series of studies in dogs (Lopes da Silva et al., 1973a,b, 1980;
Lopes da Silva and van Leeuwen, 1977) reported that the alpha

rhythm is of a cortical origin with large layer 5 pyramidal neurons
acting as pacemakers (Lopes da Silva, 1991). In vitro preparations
have further established that cortical neurons can oscillate intrin-
sically (Steriade et al., 1990; Connors and Amitai, 1997), and have
tested the role of layer 5 pyramidal cells in “alpha pacemaking”
(Silva et al., 1991; Flint and Connors, 1996), and in “augmenting
response” (Castro-Alamancos and Connors, 1996), a resonance-
like phenomenon observed on repetitive stimulation at 10 Hz.
These findings have motivated computational models to incor-
porate an alpha pacemaker at the level of lamina 5 (Jones et al.,
2000; Karameh et al., 2006). However, 10 Hz oscillations, which
do not show the classic visual alpha reactivity, are also found in
non-parieto-occipital areas such as entorhinal (Lukatch and Ma-
cIver, 1997), auditory (Lehtelä et al., 1997), and motor (Castro-
Alamancos and Tawara-Hirata, 2007) cortices. In the entorhinal
cortex, the local alpha pacemaking role may be taken by supra-
granular pyramidal neurons.

To explore the generality of the in vitro findings to the intact
brain (Steriade, 2004), we investigated the physiology and lami-
nar organization of “spontaneous” alpha rhythms in occipital
and temporal cortices in behaving monkeys during performance
of an active auditory discrimination task. Laminar profiles of
local field potential (LFP) and multiunit activity (MUA) were
recorded from V2, V4, and inferotemporal cortex (IT) using lin-
ear array multielectrodes that sampled from all layers simulta-
neously. Laminar generators of the alpha rhythm were identified
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by phase-aligned LFP analyses, augmented by current source
density (CSD) analysis. CSD–MUA coherence tested the rhyth-
mic relationship of transmembrane current oscillations to the
action potentials outputs, necessary for effective pacemaking.
Coherence and Granger causality analyses (Ding et al., 2006; Le
Van Quyen and Bragin, 2007) evaluated the interaction between
different laminar alpha generators. Furthermore, correlation be-
tween alpha amplitude and reaction time (RT) was calculated for
each area to study how alpha rhythm modulates with attention.

Materials and Methods
Experiment
All surgical, training, and other relevant aspects of experimental proce-
dure were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Surgical preparation. Monkeys were prepared for chronic awake intra-
cortical recording. Surgery was performed using aseptic techniques, un-
der general anesthesia, as described previously (Givre et al., 1994; Schr-
oeder et al., 1995, 1998; Chen et al., 2007; Lakatos et al., 2008). Briefly, the
tissue overlying the calvarium was resected, and appropriate portions of
the cranium were removed. The neocortex and overlying dura were left
intact. To provide access to the brain and to promote an orderly pattern
of sampling across the surface of visual areas, recording chambers incor-
porating parallel guide tube grids (Crist Instrument) were positioned
normal to the brain surface for orthogonal penetration of (1) portions of
area V2 underlying the foveal representation of area V1 in the lateral
striate operculum, (2) foveal/parafoveal representations in area V4 lying
on the lateral prelunate gyrus, and (3) foveal/parafoveal regions of IT
cortex lying on the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus, anterior
to the MT/MST complex (medial temporal/medial superior temporal
cortex) and lateral to FST (fundus of the superior temporal sulcus).
Choice of these specific portions of the target regions enabled us to pen-
etrate the target regions orthogonal to their lamination patterns to opti-
mize the implementation of one-dimensional CSD analyses (see below).
Implantation was guided by stereotaxic transformation of magnetic res-
onance imaging data, which delineated the cortical gyral pattern. Indi-
vidual epidural guide tubes were positioned over central and frontal sites
to serve as ground and reference electrodes. Together with socketed
Plexiglas bars (to permit painless head restraint), they were secured to the
skull with orthopedic screws and embedded in dental acrylic. A recovery
time of 2 weeks was allowed before the beginning of data collection.

Paradigm. As part of an experiment involving switching attention be-
tween auditory to visual input streams, two male macaque monkeys
(Macaca fascicularis), referred to as B and V, were trained to perform an
auditory oddball discrimination task (Lakatos et al., 2008). In this task,
100-ms-duration pure tones were presented at 1.5 Hz, with the stream of
“standard” stimuli randomly interrupted by tones that differed in fre-
quency (deviants). The monkey was required to respond to the deviants
after the onset of an oddball stimulus. A liquid reward was given to
correct responses. The reason for analyzing activity in visual cortices
during auditory discrimination was that the discrimination kept the
monkey verifiably alert without using visual stimuli, so that we could
study spontaneous neural activity in V2, V4, and IT cortex. In addition,
the behavioral performance measured by the reaction time provided an
opportunity of examining the functional significance of alpha activity in
various visual cortices. Data were collected during periods of adequate
task performance (i.e., �80% target detection).

Recordings. Animals sat in a primate chair in a completely dark, elec-
trically shielded, sound-attenuated chamber with head fixed in position,
and were monitored with infrared videography. LFP and MUA were
sampled (2 kHz) with a linear array electrode with 14 contacts spanning
all six cortical layers (see Fig. 1 A for a schematic). The electrodes were
constructed by threading 25-�m-diameter, Teflon-coated wires through
a stainless-steel tube, aligning and spacing the wires in a linear array at the
distal tip of the tube (beveled), embedding the wires in fast-curing epoxy,
and cutting the wires flush with the epoxy after it dried. The resulting line
of recording contacts was thus 25 �m in cross section, and had imped-
ances between 0.3 and 0.5 M� at 2 kHz. The intercontact spacing used

was 150 �m in V2 and 200 �m in V4 and IT. Multiple penetrations were
made in each of the three visual cortical areas. The dataset analyzed here
consists of two penetrations in V2, two penetrations in V4, and three
penetrations in IT for subject B; and two penetrations in V2, two pene-
trations in V4, and one penetration in IT for subject V.

Functional position of multielectrodes. For each experiment, electrodes
were lowered into chambers targeting one or more of the aforemen-
tioned visual areas. Using the intracortical profiles of LFPs and MUA
generated in response to visual stimulation, the electrodes were guided to
the target region and then positioned so as to straddle its laminar expanse
as described in detail previously (Schroeder et al., 1998) [see also more
recent studies that have used this approach (Lipton et al., 2006; Chen et
al., 2007; Lakatos et al., 2007)]. The positioning method is based on the
fact that all visual areas recorded to date generate an LFP distribution
with a constant amplitude decay (i.e., second derivative of approximately
zero) over distance (see also Schroeder et al., 1995). Visually evoked LFP
and MUA profiles are collected at successive depths beginning well in
advance of the expected depth of the target region. Linear amplitude
increase (near-zero second derivative) indicates approach to an active
visual area. Arrival at the depth of the active region is indicated by steep
acceleration in the LFP gradients and/or component polarity inversions
(nonzero second derivative). MUA is also useful, because in association
with a relatively flat CSD profile, active MUA indicates that the electrode
array is traversing a span of white matter. Sulcal cortical visual areas are
distinguished from intervening white matter regions by the conjunction
of large CSD components with multiunit activity. Because the CSD in-
dexes the net local transmembrane current flow in a cortical region, the
large, current-balanced CSD profiles characteristic of cortical regions
and laminated nuclear structures are not found in association with the
MUA recorded in white matter. After localizing an active region, further
depth adjustments are made based on the CSD profile, so as to straddle its
laminar expanse with the electrode array. Because the uppermost lami-
nae in most cortical areas are relatively quiescent, we can distinguish
between sulcal areas whose pial surfaces were opposed. In this case, the
relevant distinction is between IT cortex (on the lower bank of the supe-
rior temporal sulcus) and the overlying cortical regions. In any case, the
outer boundaries of an active cortical region, both pial and white matter
regions, are indicated by drops to near-zero CSD values. Then, after the
direction from which the tissue is penetrated (pial or white matter) is
determined (by track reconstruction), approximate internal laminar as-
signments can be made, based on the known internal geometry of the
region (see below).

Localization of V2, V4, and IT. In both monkeys, visual areas were
defined by anatomic location, subject to histologic verification [for de-
tailed illustration, see Schroeder et al. (1998) and Chen et al. (2007)]. V2
recordings were made in the first belt of cortical tissue underlying the
operculum, immediately posterior to the lunate sulcus, by penetrating
through V1. V4 recordings were in the crown of the prelunate gyrus. IT
recordings were made in the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus.

Identification of laminae. Once the electrode is positioned so that the
contacts straddle the active current flow pattern of an area, gross laminar
positions can be gauged from the known anatomical dimensions of each
region. In extrastriate visual cortices, for example, layer 4 lies just below
the midpoint of the laminar depth of the area (Hendry et al., 1990; Jones,
1990). In addition, our previous studies have revealed some functional
clues to laminar locations. In particular, we have noted that in V2, V4,
and IT (other extrastriate areas as well), the largest current sink associ-
ated with the N95 component of the visual evoked potential (this corre-
sponds to a human N1) is located at the depth of layer 4; in fact, this
current sink reflects the main feedforward activation of the area from
lower visual cortices (Givre et al., 1994; Schroeder et al., 1995, 1998; Chen
et al., 2007).

Data analysis
The data. The neocortex is a structured tissue with high specificity of
connections between its six layers (Lund, 2002). Whereas extracellular
LFP, generated by transmembrane current flow, reflects mainly dendritic
processing, the MUA gauges the intensity of pyramidal cell firing. To-
gether, LFP and MUA form a comprehensive measure of cortical neuro-
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nal ensemble activity at both the input and output level (Nicholson,
1973; Mitzdorf, 1985; Schroeder et al., 1995). Previous work has shown
that simultaneous recordings of LFPs and MUAs from different layers of
the cortex are critical to controlled analysis of the dynamics of cortical
circuitry under different behavioral states (Schroeder et al., 1995; Mehta
et al., 2000a,b). It is generally accepted that the largest contributions to
LFPs come from pyramidal neurons, which comprise nearly 85% of the
cortex (Lopes da Silva and Rotterdam, 2005). Under certain conditions,
additional neuronal elements are also known to contribute (Tenke and
Schroeder, 1990; Schroeder et al., 1991, 1992, 1995). Typically, LFPs are
recorded against a distant reference, making them susceptible to volume
conduction of potentials from other sites. The first derivative used for
generating the bipolar LFPs and the second-derivative approximation
used for the CSD analysis help to eliminate this problem (Mitzdorf,
1985). Moreover, the CSD depth profile allows the localization of trans-
membrane current generators to specific cortical layers. Concomitant
MUA helps assess the physiological processes (i.e., excitability changes)
that current generators are associated with.

Logic of the analysis protocol. We seek to characterize the laminar or-
ganization of the cortical alpha rhythm by analyzing depth LFPs and
MUAs. The analysis protocol has three main steps. First, transmembrane
current generators that give rise to field oscillations at the alpha fre-
quency are identified with the CSD method. Traditionally, CSD analysis
is performed on field potentials averaged with respect to a repetitive
sensory stimulus (Mitzdorf, 1985; Schroeder et al., 1991, 1995). The CSD
of ongoing neural activity is more difficult to ascertain. Single-trial CSD
estimates tend to be noisy (Shah et al., 2004; Lakatos et al., 2005, 2007),
and because there is no stimulus-related trigger, LFP averaging requires
an alternate procedure for the alignment of trials. The phase-realigned
averaging technique (PRAT; see below) is such a procedure that was used
here to identify the alpha current generators within the cortical column.
Second, alpha current generators that have the potential of pacemaking
are identified with CSD–MUA coherence. In the context of studying
evoked potentials, a source or sink is considered active if simultaneously
recorded MUA is depressed or enhanced, indexing net local hyperpolar-
ization or depolarization, respectively. For ongoing oscillatory activity,
the membrane undergoes rhythmic transition between hyperpolariza-
tion and depolarization. It is thus more appropriate to consider the os-
cillatory current generator in terms of its pacemaking capability. During
the depolarizing phase of the oscillation, the pacemaker cells fire bursts of
action potentials, which, via synaptic transmission, entrain neural activ-
ity in other laminae and cortical areas. For the present work, significant
phase coherence between CSD and MUA is used to indicate that a current
generator is accompanied by rhythmic firing and thus has the potential of
being a pacemaker. Third, the primary local pacemaking generator is
identified with the Granger causality analysis. For a cortical column with
multiple alpha current generators distributed across different layers, the
relationship among these generators needs to be further delineated. This
is particularly so if the second step reveals that more than one generator
has the potential of being the pacemaker. Granger causality analysis,
based on bipolar LFPs, is used to further disambiguate the roles of dif-
ferent current generators, because the primary local pacemaking gener-
ator is expected to exert unidirectional causal influence on other neural
ensembles (see below).

Current source density analysis of ongoing oscillatory activity. The length
of a contiguous segment of spontaneous ongoing activity was on average
30 s long, and there were five to seven such segments for a given penetra-
tion. After high-pass filtering (3 Hz, zero phase shift) and downsampling
to 200 Hz, the LFP data were further divided into epochs of 200 ms in
duration, which were considered trials or realizations of an underlying
stochastic process. To calculate the average current source density, the
following procedure was used. (1) The power spectrum of each recording
contact for a given electrode was estimated, and the contact showing the
highest power spectral density at the alpha frequency was chosen as the
“phase index contact.” (2) Sinusoid of the same frequency as the spectral
peak in 8 –12 Hz was then fitted to the data from the phase index contact
for each epoch to obtain the phase at that frequency with respect to the
beginning of the epoch. (3) The LFP data from all the contacts were
shifted according to this estimated phase to realign all the trials, and the

realigned signals were then averaged across epochs (trials) to obtain the
averaged LFP for each contact. (4) A second spatial derivative was calcu-
lated to produce the CSD profile (Schroeder et al., 1995), from which the
alpha current generators were identified. Csicsvari et al. (2003) has used
a similar method to study the oscillatory activity in the hippocampus. For
ease of reference, in the rest of the paper, the above procedure will be
called the PRAT, and the resulting averaged LFP and CSD are referred to
as PRAT-LFP and PRAT-CSD, respectively.

CSD and MUA coherence. The MUA data were epoched the same way
as the LFP data and downsampled from 2 kHz by taking a temporal
average in nonoverlapping windows of 5 ms duration to achieve effec-
tively the same sampling resolution of 200 Hz as the downsampled LFPs.
Penetrations and recording contacts with poorly recorded MUA activity
were excluded from further analysis. The coherence between single-trial
CSDs around alpha current generators identified by the PRAT-CSD
method and the corresponding mean-centered single-trial MUAs was
calculated by the multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) spectral analysis
method (see below). The coherence estimates were cross-checked by
standard Fourier-based routines in Matlab (MathWorks). In addition,
the phase spectrum between CSD and MUA at the alpha oscillation fre-
quency was obtained to help assess whether, during an alpha epoch, a
sink (or source) corresponds with increase (or decrease) in MUA.

MVAR spectral analysis. The interaction between the current genera-
tors in different laminae was studied by coherence and Granger causality
analysis. For this purpose, we made appropriate bipolar derivations of
the LFPs around the alpha current generators to yield bipolar LFPs. The
bipolar LFP signals were subjected to MVAR spectral analysis from which
power, coherence, and Granger causality spectral estimates were derived.
The essential steps of MVAR can be summarized as follows. Let p chan-
nels ( p � 2 or 3 in this study) of bipolar LFP recordings at time t be
denoted by Xt � (x1t, x2t, . . . xpt)

T, where T stands for matrix transposi-
tion. Assume that the data over an analysis window are described by an
MVAR model:

�
k�0

m

AkXt�k�Et, (1)

where Et is a temporally uncorrelated residual error series with covari-
ance matrix �, and Ak are p � p coefficient matrices to be estimated from
data (Ding et al., 2000). The MVAR model order m was determined by
the Akaike information criterion (Akaike, 1974). For the data analyzed in
this study, m � 10 (50 ms) was chosen as a tradeoff between sufficient
spectral resolution and overparameterization. An adequate parametric
model fit of the data means that the residual noise process Et in Equation
1 must be temporally uncorrelated (white) (Lutkepohl, 2005). The
Durbin–Watson test (Durbin and Watson, 1950) was used to check the
goodness of fit. The whiteness of the residuals was confirmed at the p �
0.05 significance level.

Once the model coefficients Ak and � are estimated, the spectral ma-
trix can be evaluated as

S( f)�H( f)�H*( f), (2)

where the asterisk denotes matrix transposition and complex conjuga-
tion, and H( f ) � (�k�0

m Ake �2 �ikf) �1 is the transfer function. The power
spectrum of channel l is given by Sll( f ), which is the lth diagonal element
of the spectral matrix S( f). The coherence spectrum between channel l
and channel k is as follows:

Clk( f)�
�Slk( f)�

[Sll( f)Skk( f)] 1/2 . (3)

The value of coherence ranges from 1 to 0, with 1 indicating maximum
interdependence between channel l and channel k at frequency f and 0
indicating no interdependence. For p � 2 in Equation 1, the Granger
causality spectrum from x2t to x1t is defined as follows (Geweke, 1982;
Brovelli et al., 2004):
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which can be interpreted as the proportion of x2t’s causal contribution to
the power of the x1t series at frequency f. The logarithm is taken to
preserve certain favorable statistical properties. Similarly, the causality
spectrum from x1t and x2t can be obtained by switching the indices 1 and
2 in Equation 4. In addition to the bivariate causality algorithm, we also
applied a conditional Granger causality algorithm (Chen et al., 2006;
Ding et al., 2006), which allows the examination of whether the causal
influence between two time series is direct or is mediated by a third time
series.

Interpretation of Granger causality. For two simultaneously measured
time series, one series can be called causal to the other if we can better
predict the second series by incorporating past knowledge of the first one
(Wiener, 1956). This concept was later adopted and formalized by
Granger (1969) in the context of linear regression models of stochastic
processes (see Eq. 1). Specifically, if the variance of the prediction error
for the second time series at the present time is reduced by including past
measurements from the first time series in the linear regression model,
then the first time series can be said to have a causal (directional or
driving) influence on the second time series. Reversing the roles of the
two time series, one repeats the process to address the question of causal
influence in the opposite direction. From this definition, it is clear that
the flow of time plays an essential role in allowing inferences to be made
about directional causal influences from time series data. Alternatively,
improvement in prediction can also be viewed from the perspective of
comparing relative estimates of conditional probability. Recent work has
modeled the relation between multiple point processes along this view
(Okatan et al., 2005; Truccolo et al., 2005). In our analysis, the bipolar
LFP data constitute the time series, and Granger causal influence is
equated with the direction of synaptic transmission between neuronal
ensembles. Physiologically, rhythmic synaptic activity (LFP) in a neuro-
nal ensemble gives rise to periodic bursts of action potential firing
(MUA), which, through synaptic transmission, drives the rhythmic syn-
aptic activity in the target neuronal ensemble. Thus, evaluation of the
causal relation between two bipolar LFP time series forms the basis for
identifying the layer containing the pacemaking cells in a column. In this
study, Granger causality analysis, as a principled approach for inferring
causal influence among neural time series (Freiwald et al., 1999; Bernas-
coni et al., 2000; Liang et al., 2000; Baccalá and Sameshima, 2001; Hesse
et al., 2003; Brovelli et al., 2004; Ding et al., 2006), is used in lieu of the
trisection method in in vitro studies to identify the laminar pacemakers of
the alpha rhythm. We analyzed bipolar LFPs rather then simple LFPs
because the latter are vulnerable to contamination by volume conduc-
tion. The use of bipolar LFPs rather than CSDs was based on the consid-
eration that the latter are more noisy in single trials (Lakatos et al., 2005,
2007; Shah et al., 2004), and excessive noise can lead to spurious causality
results (Nalatore et al., 2007).

Assessment of statistical significance. For coherence and Granger cau-
sality spectra, we have adopted a random permutation approach (Brov-
elli et al., 2004) to build a baseline null-hypothesis distribution from
which statistical significance can be derived. Consider two channels of
recordings with many repeated trials (one trial being a 200 ms epoch for
this work). We can reasonably assume that the data from different trials
are approximately independent of one another. Randomly pairing data
for channel 1 with data for channel 2 from a different trial leads to the
creation of a synthetic ensemble of trials for which there is no interde-
pendence between the two channels by construction. However, the tem-
poral structure within a channel is preserved. Performing such random
pairing with many different permutations will result in a distribution of
coherence or causality spectra corresponding to the null hypothesis of no
statistical interdependence. The calculated value for a given statistic from
the actual data is compared with this baseline null-hypothesis distribu-
tion for the assessment of significance levels. In addition, the difference
between two nonzero quantities was tested by a bootstrap resampling
technique (Efron, 1982).

Visual alpha power and auditory reaction time. The functional signifi-

cance of alpha activity in visual cortices was assessed by correlating its
magnitude with auditory behavioral performance. For each 30 s segment
of contiguous data analyzed (five to seven such segments in a penetra-
tion), the monkey made on average six lever-pressing responses to the
deviant auditory stimulus (see Experiment, Paradigm). With a target
detection rate of �90%, there were 25–35 correct responses for each
penetration. For each correct response, an 800 ms interval before the
onset of a deviant stimulus was defined as the prestimulus interval. All
the correct responses in a penetration were rank ordered by the reaction
time and then sorted into groups of five, starting with the fastest reaction
times and proceeding to the slowest, each group sharing four trials with
the previous one. For each group, the alpha power was estimated for each
electrode contact and averaged across all 14 electrode contacts. The rela-
tion between the average group reaction time and average group alpha
power was assessed by Spearman’s rank correlation. The same alpha
power and reaction time relation was also examined on a contact-by-
contact basis.

Results
Two macaque monkeys participated in the study. Seated in a
chair in a dark room, the monkey performed an auditory dis-
crimination task (see Materials and Methods). The performance
accuracy (i.e., target detection) was �85%, demonstrating that
the subjects were alert, a state in which the alpha rhythm is known
to be prominent. During task performance, laminar profiles of
LFP and MUA activities were recorded with a linear multielec-
trode in visual areas V4, V2, and IT. Four penetrations in each
area in which neural activity was reliably sampled from all layers
of the cortex were selected for further analysis. Each penetration
contained 150 –210 s of spontaneous activity. Robust alpha oscil-
lations could be readily seen in LFP recordings from all areas. The
power spectrum averaged across the 14 recording contacts in the
multielectrode revealed peak frequency of 10.1 
 0.8 Hz in V4,
9.8 
 1.2 Hz in V2, and 10.4 
 1.8 Hz in IT.

Laminar distribution of alpha generators in V4
Figure 1B depicts a single 200 ms epoch of LFP data from V4 in
which two full cycles of a rhythmic oscillation at 10 Hz are appar-
ent. Note that each cycle undergoes polarity inversion in the mid-
dle cortical layers, and their amplitudes appear largest in the in-
fragranular (IG) layers (deep layers). Spectral power at 10 Hz
computed over all epochs of LFP data confirmed this impression;
as shown in Figure 1D, alpha power in the IG layers is consis-
tently higher than in the granular (G) (layer 4) and supragranular
(SG) layers (superficial layers) for all four penetrations in both
monkeys. To generate the 10 Hz CSD profile, we applied the
PRAT method by selecting the contact with the highest spectral
power as the phase index contact (contact 12 for Fig. 1). The
resulting PRAT-LFP and PRAT-CSD profiles derived from it are
superimposed in Figure 1C, on the time scale of one cycle of the
10 Hz oscillation. Overlain on these profiles is a single epoch of
MUA signals from a subset of the recording contacts. Current
sources (blue) and sinks (red) underlying the generation of the
oscillatory alpha field activity are readily identified in G, IG, and
SG layers, where the current sinks (red) correspond to negative
PRAT-LFPs. These characteristics in the laminar PRAT-CSD
profile in Figure 1C were found to be consistent across all four
penetrations in both monkeys (supplemental Fig. 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). As noted by Csics-
vari et al. (2003), the choice of the phase index contact biases the
CSD toward detecting neural activity close to that electrode con-
tact. We found that using a different contact, for example channel
6 in the above dataset, resulted in a strengthening of alpha cur-
rents in G and SG layers and a weakening in the IG layers, but did
not change the overall CSD profile.
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The increases in MUA accompanying
the middle and lower layer sinks in the lat-
ter half of the 10 Hz cycle displayed in Fig-
ure 1C suggest that these sinks reflect net
depolarization of the local neurons, and
concomitant MUA decreases suggest that
the reverse is true for the colocated current
sources (blue) in the initial part of the cy-
cle. The early and late parts of the alpha
cycle thus appear to represent the low- and
high-excitability phases of the local alpha
oscillation. To assess more quantitatively
the extent to which the firing probability of
the local neurons around a given current
generator is phase locked to the alpha cur-
rent oscillation, we estimated the coher-
ence between CSD and MUA for each al-
pha current generator. The coherence
spectra have clear peaks at �10 Hz in the
IG and G layers as shown in Figure 1E. The
peak coherence is 0.18 ( p � 0.01) in IG
layers, and 0.16 ( p � 0.01) in G layer, sug-
gesting that the neuronal firing at these
generators is phase locked to the underly-
ing oscillatory current. In contrast, the CS-
D–MUA coherence for the SG layer did
not show an alpha peak (Fig. 1E), and the
coherence value at 10 Hz was not signifi-
cant (0.002; p � 0.23). Note that the SG
current generator is out of phase with that
in G and IG layers. Thus, a plausible expla-
nation for the lack of significant CSD–
MUA coherence in the SG layers is damp-
ening caused by inhibition (Schroeder et
al., 1995).

The CSD–MUA relationship can be
further quantified by computing their rel-
ative phase at 10 Hz to help determine
whether increase in firing in a local group
of neurons around a given current gener-
ator corresponds to a sink and, thus, re-
flects net local neuronal depolarization.
The phase spectrum (data not shown) was
found to be continuous in the alpha range
(8 –12 Hz) with a mean phase difference of
169.0 
 3.4° and 156.4 
 3.3° (n � 3 pen-
etrations; with CSD leading) for G and IG
layers, respectively. This nearly out-of-
phase relationship between CSD and
MUA implies that the increased action po-
tential firing in IG and G layers coincide
with the alpha current sinks.

The CSD–MUA coherence characteris-
tics were consistent across three penetra-
tions from two monkeys. The fourth penetration showed little
phasic variation in MUA after visual stimulus presentation, and
was excluded from the CSD–MUA coherence analysis. Thus, the
consistent biasing of the CSD–MUA coherence toward the G and
the IG layers (Fig. 1E), together with the laminar distribution of
alpha power in Figure 1D, strongly suggests that the neural en-
sembles in the G and IG layers are potential local alpha pacemak-
ers. The more precise relationship between these potential pace-
makers is examined by a Granger causality analysis below. A

unidirectional causal influence at 10 Hz from one potential pace-
maker to another would establish the former as the primary local
alpha pacemaker.

Laminar distribution of alpha generators in V2
The PRAT-LFP and PRAT-CSD profiles from a representative
penetration in V2, together with a single epoch of MUA signals,
are shown in Figure 2A; here, contact 12 was used as the phase
index contact. Temporal alternations of current sources (blue)

Figure 1. Results for V4. A, Schematic of the multielectrode with 14 equally spaced (200 �m) contacts. B, A short segment
(200 ms) of LFPs. C, PRAT-CSD displayed as a color-coded plot, which is the second spatial derivative of phase-realigned and
averaged PRAT-LFPs (smooth traces, blue). The y-axis is electrode contacts from 2 to 13. The contacts used for bipolar (bip)
derivations are shown to the left (see Fig. 4 and Results, Interaction of alpha current generators). A single epoch of MUA from three
contacts is superimposed (black). D, Laminar distribution of the peak (10 Hz) LFP power across all penetrations in both monkeys.
E, CSD–MUA coherence spectra for the penetration shown in C. The horizontal line corresponds to p � 0.01.

Figure 2. Results for V2. Gran, Granular. Conventions are otherwise the same as in Figure 1.
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and sinks (red) occurring at the alpha frequency can be seen in
IG, G, and SG layers. These laminar characteristics were present
in all four V2 penetrations (supplemental Fig. 2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In addition, the
similarity between the PRAT-CSD profile in V2 and that in V4 is
readily identifiable. The distribution of the 10 Hz power across

different layers exhibits increased variabil-
ity compared with V4, although the IG lay-
ers still have the highest power in three out
of four penetrations (Fig. 2B). For one
penetration, the highest alpha power oc-
curs in the SG layers.

The CSD–MUA coherence spectra in
V2 shown in Figure 2C are also similar to
those in V4 (Fig. 1E). The bias is again
toward the lower cortical layers. The peak
coherence (9 Hz) in IG and (8 Hz) G layers
are found to be 0.096 ( p � 0.01) and 0.082
( p � 0.01), respectively. The coherence
spectrum in SG layers does not have an
alpha peak and was barely significant at
p � 0.05 threshold level. The phase spec-
trum (data not shown) is found to be con-
tinuous in the alpha range (8 –12 Hz), with
a mean phase difference in G and IG layers
equal to 172.9 
 5.0° and 148.9 
 5.0°
(n � 2 penetrations in one animal; with
CSD leading), respectively. The out-of-
phase relationship between MUA and
CSD suggests that increased firing activity
in IG and G layers coincide with current
sinks generated by net depolarization of
the local neurons, as illustrated by the
MUA overlain with the LFP and CSD pro-
files in Figure 2B. Based on the relation-
ship of MUA changes with the local cur-
rent sink and source distributions, the
early and late portions of the 10 Hz cycle
represent the low- and high-excitability
phases of the local alpha oscillation, re-
spectively. The CSD–MUA coherence
characteristics are consistent in two pene-
trations in one monkey. The two penetra-
tions in the other monkey did not show
clear evoked MUA on the presentation of a
visual stimulus and were not included in
the CSD–MUA coherence analysis.

Laminar distribution of alpha
generators in IT
Figure 3A shows the PRAT-LFP and
PRAT-CSD profiles from a representative
penetration, where the phase index contact
was contact 6. A comparison with Figures 1
and 2 revealed a number of qualitative dif-
ferences. First, the alpha current generator
in the SG layers (around contacts 5–7) is
strong and has an underlying source/sink/
source configuration. Second, superficial
to the SG layer generator, a relatively
strong alpha current generator is seen
around contact 3. Third, the alpha current
generator in the IG layers (around contact

10) is weak. Fourth, no alpha current is seen in the granular layer.
These laminar characteristics are generally consistent across all
four penetrations in both monkeys (supplemental Fig. 3, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The
strength of the IG layer generator is very weak except for one
penetration. Also in contrast to V2 and V4, the 10 Hz LFP power

Figure 3. Results for IT. cont., Contact; Gran, granular. Conventions are otherwise the same as in Figure 1.

Figure 4. MVAR spectral analysis for the V4 penetration shown in Figure 1C. A, Power spectra of bipolar LFP signals at G and IG
layers. B, Coherence spectrum between the two bipolar signals in A. C, D, Granger causality spectra between G and IG. Here, x3y
denotes x driving y, and (x3y)/z denotes x driving y after conditioning out z. E, Power spectra of the bipolar LFP signals at SG and
IG layers. F, Coherence spectrum between the two bipolar signals in E. G, H, Granger causality spectra between SG and IG. The
horizontal lines in C, D, G, and H correspond to p � 0.01.
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in IT is generally higher in the SG layers
than in the IG and G layers (Fig. 3B). Like
alpha power, CSD–MUA coherence shows
a supragranular bias (Fig. 3C). The peak
(10 Hz) coherence values at contacts 5–7
are found to be 0.16 ( p � 0.01), 0.16 ( p �
0.01), and 0.12 ( p � 0.01), respectively.
The CSD–MUA coherence at the weak
current generator in the IG layers and a
contact in G layer (contact 9), where no
alpha current generator was found, is not
significant at p � 0.05 level (Fig. 3C).
These CSD–MUA coherence results are
consistent in two penetrations for which
quality MUA data were recorded. The
MUAs from the remaining two penetra-
tions did not show clear phasic change af-
ter visual stimulus presentation and were
thus excluded from CSD–MUA coherence
analysis.

The source/sink/source configuration
for the alpha current generator in the SG
layers most likely reflects synaptic activity
of the superficial pyramidal neuron en-
semble. The CSD–MUA analysis suggests
that this neuron ensemble is the likely can-
didate for local alpha pacemaking. Anatomically, the size of the
basal dendritic arbor of the superficial pyramidal neurons has
been shown to increase along the occipitotemporal hierarchy of
the macaque monkey, with the arbor diameter reaching dimen-
sions of �400 �m (Elston et al., 1999) in IT. Additionally, the
sinks at contacts 5 and 7 in Figure 3A correspond to the largest
negative deflections in the PRAT-LFPs (overlaid on PRAT-CSD
in Fig. 3A). The mean phase differences in alpha range between
CSD and MUA at contacts 5–7 were found to be 166.8 
 3.4°,
�38.7 
 4.4°, and 174.8 
 3.72° (n � 2 penetrations; CSD lead-
ing), respectively. These results, along with concomitant MUA in
Figure 3A and the systematic CSD–MUA coherence analysis, in-
dicate that the observed CSD pattern is likely the result of basal
dendritic excitation where increased firing coincided with sinks
at the basal dendrites. Thus, the early part of the alpha cycle
displayed in Figure 3A represents the low-excitability phase of the
local alpha oscillation, whereas the later half of opposite sign
activity represents its high-excitability phase. The current gener-
ator around contact 3, which is out of phase with the basal den-

dritic excitation, may reflect return current through the apical
dendrites.

Interaction of alpha current generators
The above analysis is largely descriptive, and only partially ad-
dressed the relationship among different laminar alpha current
generators. In particular, both the granular and infragranular
layer generators remain viable candidates for alpha pacemaking
in V2 and V4. To explore this issue further, we performed a
Granger causality analysis using appropriately derived bipolar
signal to represent local neural activity around each current gen-
erator. For the V4 penetration in Figure 1, the three bipolar sig-
nals are as follows: SG � LFP(contact 6) � LFP(contact 4), G �
LFP(contact 9) � LFP(contact 7), and IG � LFP(contact 12) �
LFP(contact 10). For the V2 penetration in Figure 2 we have
SG � LFP(contact 6) � LFP(contact 4), G � LFP(contact 9) �
LFP(contact 7), and IG � LFP(contact 12) � LFP(contact 10).
For the IT penetration in Figure 3, the two bipolar derivations are
as follows: SG � LFP(contact 7) � LFP (contact 4) and IG � LFP
(contact 12) � LFP (contact 10). The bipolar treatment removes

Figure 5. MVAR spectral analysis for the V2 penetration shown in Figure 2 A. Conventions are otherwise the same as in Figure 4.

Table 1. Peak coherence and Granger causality values in alpha range across all penetrations for area V4

Coherence Granger causality Coherence Granger causality

Penetration IG7G IG3G G3 IG (IG3G)/SG IG7SG IG3 SG SG3 IG (IG3 SG)/G

B1
f (Hz) 9 9 — 9 8 8 — 9
Peak 0.55 1.18 NS 1.04 0.15 0.36 NS 0.15

B2
f (Hz) 8 10 10 10 8 9 8 9
Peak 0.42 0.84 0.03 0.73 0.27 0.23 0.03 0.09

V1
f (Hz) 9 10 10 10 9 9 — 10
Peak 0.60 0.57 0.06 0.51 0.38 0.55 NS 0.24

V2
f (Hz) 10 10 — 10 8 8 — 8
Peak 0.29 0.44 NS 0.40 0.13 0.12 NS 0.05

Peak values are displayed together with the peak frequency in hertz. Values are only shown for spectra determined to be significant by the permutation procedure described in Materials and Methods. Here, x3y denotes x driving y and
(x3y)/z denotes x driving y after conditioning out z. —, Redundant.
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the effect of far fields and the common reference, and yields sig-
nals that were analyzed by bivariate (V2, V4, and IT) and condi-
tional Granger causality (V2 and V4) measures, in addition to
power and coherence. It is worth noting that the bipolar treat-
ment may distort power distribution across different layers
(compare Figs. 1D, 4A). In particular, if the power is more uni-
form across various contacts within a layer, taking a difference
between different contacts will give a smaller signal, even though
the original signal might be large. However, the coherence and
Granger causality analysis is not affected by this, because they are
normalized quantities and only assess the degree of dependence
between different signals.

In V4, for IG and G layers, the bipolar LFP power spectra
exhibit clear peaks at �10 Hz (Fig. 4A). The coherence spectrum

has a pronounced peak at 9 Hz, where the
peak value is 0.55 ( p � 0.001), as shown in
Figure 4B. This suggests that the alpha cur-
rents in these layers are highly synchro-
nized. The Granger causality spectrum of
IG3G (Fig. 4D) shows a strong peak at 9
Hz with a peak value 1.18 ( p � 0.001),
whereas the causality in the other direction
(G3 IG) is not significant (Fig. 4C), indi-
cating that neural activity in the G layer is
strongly driven by that in the IG layers. The
strong IG3G layer causal influence is
found for all four penetrations in both
monkeys (Table 1), whereas the G layer
shows a weak but significant causal influ-

ence on the IG layer in two penetrations (Table 1). To examine
the influence of the SG layers on the interaction between the G
and IG layers, we included the bipolar LFP signal from the SG
layer and performed conditional Granger causality analysis. The
Granger causality from IG to G layer after conditioning out SG
layer activity is nearly identical to the bivariate case (Fig. 4D),
except for a small decrease in peak value. To test whether the
small decrease is significant, we compared the bootstrap resa-
mpled distribution of the peak Granger causality values from the
spectrum of the bivariate analysis with the peak conditional cau-
sality spectral analysis. For the penetration shown in Figure 4, the
small decrease in peak value (1.18 –1.04) is significant ( p � 0.05),
but for all other penetrations, the decrease is found to be not
significant at p � 0.05 significance level, suggesting that the SG
layers has no influence on the interaction between the IG and G
layers. This is an expected result, because the CSD–MUA coher-
ence analysis has already demonstrated that the SG layer alpha
current generator is not accompanied by rhythmic firing and
thus not capable of pacemaking.

The interaction between the IG and SG layers was studied by
first performing a bivariate analysis. Figure 4, E and F, shows the
power and coherence spectra, respectively. The power of the bi-
polar LFP signal for the SG layer has a clear peak at 8 Hz. The
coherence spectrum also peaks at 8 Hz with a peak value of 0.15
( p � 0.001), indicating a significant (but weak) synchrony be-
tween the local alpha currents in these two layers. Granger cau-
sality again reveals IG as the driver of the SG current with the peak
value of 0.36 ( p � 0.001) at 8 Hz (Fig. 4H). The causal influence
in the opposite direction (SG3 IG) is not significant (Fig. 4G).
Significant IG3SG is found in all four penetrations in both
monkeys (Table 1). The SG3 IG influence is weak but significant

Figure 6. MVAR spectral analysis for the IT penetration shown in Figure 3A. Conventions are otherwise the same as in Figure 4.

Table 2. Peak coherence and Granger causality values across all penetrations for area V2

Coherence Granger causality Coherence Granger causality

Penetration IG7G IG3G G3 IG (IG3G)/SG IG7SG IG3 SG SG3 IG (IG3 SG)/G

B1
f (Hz) 10 9 — 10 10 10 — 10
Peak 0.42 0.46 NS 0.37 0.11 0.12 NS 0.03

B2
f (Hz) 11 9 9 9 10 10 — 10
Peak 0.36 0.40 0.05 0.40 0.12 0.14 NS 0.05

V1
f (Hz) 7 8 — 8 7 8 8 7
Peak 0.67 0.65 NS 0.58 0.60 0.52 0.03 0.30

V2
f (Hz) 7 9 8 9 7 8 8 8
Peak 0.53 0.49 0.03 0.49 0.33 0.23 0.10 0.22

The conventions are the same as in Table 1.

Table 3. Peak coherence and Granger causality values across all penetrations for
area IT

Coherence Granger causality

Penetration IG7G SG3 IG IG3 SG

B1
f (Hz) 11 11 —
Peak 0.34 0.29 NS

B2
f (Hz) 10 10 10
Peak 0.56 0.13 0.03

B3
f (Hz) 8 9 —
Peak 0.59 0.23 NS

V1
f (Hz) 10 9 10
Peak 0.43 0.39 0.04

The conventions are the same as in Table 1.
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(0.03; p � 0.01) in one penetration and not significant in the
other three. Finally, the role of the G layer on the interaction
between IG and SG alpha activities was studied by performing
conditional causality analysis. After conditioning out the influ-
ence of the G layer, the peak (10 Hz) Granger causality of the IG
driving the SG layer is significantly reduced from 0.3 to 0.15 ( p �
0.001) (Fig. 4H). This significant reduction is found in all four
penetrations and suggests that part of the IG influence on SG
layers could be mediated by the G layer.

In V2, the circuit organization underlying the alpha rhythm
was found to be nearly identical to that of V4. For the data shown
in Figure 2, the power and coherence between the bipolar LFP
signals in IG and G layers are shown in Figure 5, A and B, respec-
tively. Both power and coherence spectra have peaks in the alpha
range with a peak coherence of 0.42 ( p � 0.001) at 10 Hz. The
bivariate Granger causality spectrum reveals that the IG layers
exert a significant causal influence on the G layer with a peak
value of 0.46 ( p � 0.001) at 9 Hz, and the causal influence in the
opposite direction is not significant (Fig. 5C,D). The IG layers are
found to be driving the G layer across all four penetrations in
both monkeys (Table 2). In two penetrations, the G layer has a
weak but significant (0.03, p � 0.01; 0.05, p � 0.01) causal influ-
ence on the IG layers. The G3 IG influence is not significant in
the other two. Conditioning out the SG layer activity results in a
small but significant decrease in IG3G causal influence (Fig. 5D,
Table 2) in two penetrations ( p � 0.01).

IG and SG layers are coherent (0.11 at 10 Hz; p � 0.01) (Fig.
5F), with IG driving SG with a peak Granger causality value 0.12
( p � 0.001) at 10 Hz (Fig. 5G,H). When activity of the G layer is
conditioned out, the strength of the driving from IG to SG de-
creases significantly ( p � 0.001) from 0.12 to 0.03 (Fig. 5H), and
the reduction is found to be significant across three penetrations
(Table 2). As in V4, the IG layer current is found to be consis-
tently driving the other layers in the alpha frequency range across
all four penetrations in both monkeys (Table 2).

In IT, the previous analysis (Fig. 3) revealed a prominent,
active alpha current generator in the SG layers and a weak, passive
one in the IG layer. Their interaction is studied by subjecting the
two bipolar LFP signals to a bivariate MVAR model. The power
spectra show a peak at �11 Hz (Fig. 6A), and the coherence
spectrum has a peak at the same frequency with a peak value of
0.34 ( p � 0.001) (Fig. 6B). The Granger causality analysis indi-
cates that the SG layer alpha current exerts a significant causal
influence on the IG current at �10 Hz, where the spectral peak
value is 0.29 ( p � 0.001) (Fig. 6C). The causal influence in the
opposite direction is not significant (Fig. 6D). In contrast to V4
and V2, the SG layers in IT are found to be consistently driving
the IG layers in the alpha frequency range in all four penetrations
for both monkeys (Table 3), and the IG3SG driving in the alpha
range is either not significant or very weak.

Figure 7 gives a summary of the findings presented thus far.
The main cell groups in SG, G, and IG layers are schematically
represented. The locations of alpha current generators are indi-
cated by green shading, and arrows are used to signify synaptic
transmissions as determined by Granger causality. In V4 and V2
(Fig. 7, left and middle), the IG layers contain the primary local
alpha pacemaker, and the G layer contains a secondary local pace-
maker. The alpha current generator in the SG layers is nonpace-
making. The arrow from G to SG is inferred from conditional
Granger causality analysis. In IT (Fig. 7, right), the primary local
alpha pacemaker is in the SG layers. The alpha current generator
in the IG layers is nonpacemaking. No alpha current is found in
the G layer.

The analysis reported here focuses mainly on neural activity in
the alpha frequency range (8 –12 Hz). As can be seen in Figures
4 – 6, peaks in the beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma (�30 Hz) fre-
quency ranges also occur in both coherence and Granger causal-
ity spectra. In some instances, neural behavior in these higher-
frequency bands contrasts with that in the alpha band (Fig.
5G,H). A separate study is currently underway to elucidate the
columnar organization of neural oscillations in the beta and
gamma bands, as well as the possible interactions and coupling of
activity in these frequency bands (Lakatos et al., 2005; Canolty et
al., 2006).

Visual alpha power and auditory task performance
Prestimulus alpha power and auditory reaction time for the rep-
resentative V4, V2, and IT penetrations in Figures 1–3 are shown
as scatter plots in Figure 8A–C, respectively. In Figure 8A (V4),
the Spearman rank correlation was r � �0.69 ( p � 0.01). Simi-
larly, in Figure 8B (V2), the Spearman rank correlation was r �
�0.56 ( p � 0.01). Such significant negative correlations were
found in all four V2 penetrations (Table 4) and three V4 pene-
trations (Table 4). In the remaining V4 penetration, the correla-
tion was negative but did not reach significance (r � �0.16; p �
0.09). In contrast to V4 and V2, alpha power in IT showed a
positive correlation with auditory RT (Fig. 8C) in three penetra-
tions. In the remaining penetration, the correlation was also pos-
itive but not significant (r � 0.18; p � 0.1). Two additional anal-
yses were considered. First, a contact-by-contact analysis
revealed that the alpha power–RT correlation is similar across
laminae. No consistent layer specificity was observed. Second,
whether a nonlinear relationship may exist between prestimulus
alpha power and RT (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004) was tested
by fitting quadratic functions to the scatter plots in Figure 8. In all
areas and across all penetrations, such fit was found to be not
significant at the p � 0.05 level. Thus, a linear relationship ap-
pears to best characterize the alpha power–RT relationship in our
data.

Figure 7. Schematic summarizing the results in V4 (left), V2 (middle), and IT (right). Layers
containing alpha current generators are shaded in green. Arrows, depicting the interaction
patterns among these generators, are understood in the sense of Granger causality. In V4 and
V2, alpha current generators are found in SG, G, and IG layers, with the IG generator acting as the
primary local alpha pacemaker. In IT, alpha current generators are found in SG and IG layers,
with the SG generator acting as the primary local alpha pacemaker.
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Discussion
Neuronal oscillations are ubiquitous in neocortex. Their mecha-
nisms and functions have been investigated most extensively in in
vitro slice preparations. Flint and Connors (1996) and Silva et al.
(1991) found that layer 5 pyramidal cells in sensory cortices fired
rhythmically at rates appropriate for driving the generation of
alpha band LFP rhythms, whereas Lukatch and MacIver (1997)
concluded that in the entorhinal cortex, alpha rhythms origi-
nated in layers 2/3. The present study aimed at resolving this
apparent discrepancy, as well as at bridging the gap between in
vitro findings and functioning of the intact brain.

Neuronal mechanisms of the alpha rhythm in V2, V4, and IT
The spontaneous alpha oscillations in occipital areas V2 and V4
have similar laminar organization. For both areas, current source
density analysis revealed alpha currents in IG, G, and SG layers.
The depth of the IG current generator corresponds to lamina 5.
The robust CSD–MUA coherence in the IG and G layers suggests
that local neuronal activity in these layers could potentially act as
pacemakers of alpha rhythms. The alpha current in the SG layers
was out of phase with that in IG and G layers, and the CSD–MUA
coherence was not significant. A plausible explanation for poor
CSD–MUA coherence at the SG layers is dampening caused by
inhibition (Schroeder et al., 1995), arising from local inhibitory
mechanisms or from inhibitory input to the superficial pyrami-
dal cells from layer 5 interneurons (Dantzker and Callaway, 2000;
Bacci et al., 2005; Watts and Thomson, 2005), as specified in a
recent model of alpha rhythm (Karameh et al., 2006).

Bivariate Granger causality analysis indicated that in V2 and
V4, the IG layer was consistently driving the G as well as the SG
layers, suggesting that the primary local alpha pacemaker was
contained in the IG layers. We tested further whether the causal
influence from IG to SG layers, revealed by bivariate Granger
causality analysis, could be mediated by the G layer. As an alter-
native to partial coherence analysis (Lopes da Silva et al., 1980;
Kocsis et al., 1999), conditional Granger causality tests the direc-
tional influences between two signals after the influence from a

third signal is statistically conditioned out
(Geweke, 1984; Chen et al., 2006; Ding et
al., 2006). Here, conditioning out the ac-
tivity of the G layer revealed a significant
decrease of influence from the IG to SG
layers. However, the conditional causal in-
fluence remained statistically significant,
suggesting that the causal influence from
the IG to SG layers has both a direct com-
ponent and a component mediated by the
G layer.

The anatomical connectivity within a
cortical (Lund, 2002; Douglas and Martin,
2004) column provides the basis for un-
derstanding the findings. For excitatory
neurons, axons from granular layer cells

synapse onto the pyramidal cells in the supragranular layers (2/
3), which in turn send axons that synapse onto infragranular
pyramidal neurons. Infragranular pyramidal neurons complete
the circuit by sending axons into the granular and upper layers.
More recent work has emphasized the role of inhibitory neurons
in the genesis of neural oscillations (Buzsáki, 2006). The perti-
nent projection in this regard is the input of IG layer pyramidal
cells to the interneuron populations that inhibit neural activity in
SG layers. Consistent with the anatomical pathways, all pairwise
coherences, IG–G, IG–SG, and G–SG, are high in the alpha band,
indicating synchronized interlaminar oscillations. Our results
generalize the in vitro findings (Silva et al., 1991; Flint and Con-
nors, 1996) to the intact brain in awake and behaving monkeys in
that in V2 and V4, the alpha rhythm has multiple local cortical
generators (Steriade et al., 1990) with a primary local pacemaker
at the level of layer 5.

The laminar organization of alpha rhythm in IT differed from
that in V2 and V4. CSD analysis revealed a prominent alpha
current generator in the SG layer and a weak one in the IG layer,
but none in the G layer. Given that basal SG dendritic arbors are
enlarged (up to 400 �m) in IT (Elston et al., 1999), the SG current
generator most likely reflects the activity of superficial pyramidal
neurons. The laminar LFP power distribution had a maximum
over the current generator (Fig. 3B), consistent with this asser-
tion. CSD–MUA coherence was significant in the SG layers. For
the IG layer generator, CSD–MUA coherence was not significant.
The oscillatory currents in SG and IG layers were highly synchro-
nous, exhibiting significant coherence at �10 Hz. Granger cau-
sality analyses showed that neural activity in the SG layers consis-
tently drives that in the IG layers, indicating that the primary local
alpha pacemaker is contained in the SG layers. It is noteworthy
that the entorhinal cortex in vitro study by Lukatch and MacIver
(1997) suggested that the SG layers might contain the pacemaker
of alpha range oscillations. Additionally, in vivo recordings in
area IT in macaque monkeys (Shinomoto et al., 2005) found
bursting (“clumpy bursty”) neurons in layer 3 but not layer 5.

Cortical heterogeneity and laminar organization of the
alpha rhythm
In the macaque, V2 and V4 are occipital lobe areas, whereas IT is
a temporal lobe area. The change in laminar organization of the
alpha rhythm as one ascends the ventral pathway calls for a pos-
sible explanation. Elston and colleagues (Elston et al., 1999; El-
ston, 2003) and others (Benavides-Piccione et al., 2002; DeFelipe
et al., 2002) have shown that the morphology and spine density of
the principal or pyramidal cells differ across cortical areas. Spe-
cifically, along the ventral stream of the visual cortex there is a

Figure 8. Scatter plots showing strong correlation between alpha power and auditory reaction time in visual areas V4 (A), V2
(B), and IT (C). Insets, Spearman rank correlation coefficient. Linear least-squares best fits to the data are superimposed.

Table 4. Spearman rank correlation coefficient values between visual alpha power
(averaged across all electrode contacts in a penetration) and auditory reaction
time

Penetration V2 V4 IT

1 �0.56* �0.43* 0.38*
2 �0.45* �0.16 0.18
3 �0.38* �0.69* 0.72*
4 �0.12* �0.29* 0.39*

*p � 0.01.
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progressive increase in cell size, diameter of the dendritic arbor,
branching pattern, and spine density of layer 3 pyramidal neu-
rons, leading to their ability to sample inputs from increasingly
large numbers of sources. Although layer 5 pyramidal neurons
show a similar increase (Elston and Rosa, 2000), the sampling
ability of the layer 3 pyramidal cells in higher-order areas (e.g.,
IT) is further enhanced by a similar increase in the size of the
intrinsic “axonal patches” made by neighboring layer 3 pyrami-
dal neurons (Lund et al., 1993; Fujita, 2002). The enhanced sam-
pling ability of superficial pyramidal cells (especially layer 3) in IT
leads to larger receptive field and increased spontaneous activity
relative to deeper layers (Fig. 3B). In lower-order areas, the pyra-
midal neurons in layer 5 have more extensive horizontal connec-
tivity and stronger integrative properties (Telfeian and Connors,
2003), supporting the observed higher spontaneous activity in
deep layers in V4 and V2 (Figs. 1D, 2B). Our results further
demonstrate that layers with higher spontaneous activities also
contain the pacemakers of the alpha rhythm.

Differences in pyramidal neuron morphology across areas are
complemented by differences in distribution and axonal projec-
tions of inhibitory neurons (Kritzer et al., 1992; DeFelipe et al.,
1999) and in extrinsic connections to the cortical columns (Rock-
land, 2002). Overall, it seems clear that the intrinsic circuitry of
the cortical columns varies across areas (Lund et al., 1981; Elston,
2002), challenging the view that areal functional specificity stems
primarily from the differences in patterns of input and output
(Mountcastle, 1978; Douglas et al., 1989). Specific aspects of in-
trinsic circuitry might be important for generating functional
specificity within a cortical area. For example, at the top of the
hierarchy of the ventral visual stream, the IT area might be critical
for the dissemination of top-down attentional and contextual
(Gilbert and Sigman, 2007) signals to the lower-order visual and
subcortical areas. This could be accomplished by the SG3 IG
driving influence reported here in conjunction with the feedback
projections arising from the IG pyramidal neurons.

Alpha rhythm and behavior
Faster RT for auditory deviant stimulus detection can be consid-
ered an index of increased auditory attentiveness, at the expense
of visual attention. The negative correlation between alpha power
in V4 and V2 and auditory RT (Fig. 8A,B) is consistent with the
intermodal attention experiment by Foxe et al. (1998) and the
classical reactivity of the alpha rhythm (Shaw, 2003). However,
the alpha activity in IT has an entirely different laminar organi-
zation from that of V4 and V2, and a positive correlation with
auditory RT (Fig. 8C). The fact that the behavioral correlates of
alpha rhythms appear different for the lower- and higher-order
visual cortices is consistent with the idea that these areas are
differentially involved in internally versus externally directed
processing states, as defined by Ray and Cole (1985) and Shaw
(2003). Critically, the laminar organization of the alpha rhythm
in different cortices may be linked to the functions they support.

Implication for interpretation of scalp EEG recordings
Source localization studies in humans (Hari and Salmelin, 1997;
Lopes da Silva, 2004; Feige et al., 2005) have found that the alpha
rhythm is maximal along the midline over the posterior-occipital
areas. If alpha current generators in human lateral occipital com-
plex (LOC), considered the analog of the macaque IT, have a
similar supragranular source/sink/source configuration, the
quadrupoles formed by the radially organized dendrites would
give rise to a closed field decaying faster than a typical dipole
configuration (Mitzdorf, 1985; Lopes da Silva and Rotterdam,

2005). As a result, neural ensembles in LOC and surrounding
areas might make a smaller contribution to the scalp alpha
rhythm than those in the midline occipital areas. This suggestion
has support in recordings from dogs, in which the alpha activity
subdurally recorded over the temporal lobe was found to be
smaller than that over the occipital lobe (Lopes da Silva et al.,
1980). It is also consistent with the finding that phase reset of the
alpha oscillation appears to contribute to the P1/N1 complex of
the ERP recorded over the posterior midline, but not to that
recorded over more lateral scalp regions (Makeig et al., 2004).
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